
   

 

 

Overview 

In the last years huge interest has been given to the analysis of the effect of renewable energy sources (RES) on 

electricity markets. All the empirical studies conclude that there is a reduction of electricity prices, due to the merit-

order effect ([2], [4], [5], [8], [9], among others). However, little research has yet been done focusing on the reaction 

of conventional producers to such a decrease in market prices. In this sense, the question we pose is: Did non-

renewable generators in Spain change their bidding strategies as a result of the increasing renewable participation in 

the electricity market? Depending on the answer some findings of past merit-order effect analysis could be 

reevaluated. On the one hand, price reductions entailed by RES could have been underestimated in previous works, 

if traditional sources would bid now at lower prices in order to avoid being displaced from the market by renewable 

units. On the contrary, price reductions could have been overestimated, if conventional sources would be bidding 

currently at higher prices or imposing more complex conditions, in order not to be matched, so that they could 

participate in adjustment markets (technical restrictions) at higher prices (otherwise they could not afford their 

participation, because market prices are now below their production costs).   

 

In this paper we analyze how combined cycle bidding strategies evolved after the entrance of renewable generators 

in the Spanish electricity market. We focused on combined cycle plants because with such an intermittent generation 

in our electricity markets, the role of combined cycles is crucial in order to ensure the security of supply. However, 

after the massive entrance of RES in the electricity market, they experienced the most drastic reduction in the 

number of operating hours of all generators. According to data provided by the Spanish system operator, the 

utilization ratio1 of combined cycle plants has dropped from 50.9% in 2005 to 18.8% in 2012 [7].  Additionally, 

combined cycle plants have experienced a shift in the schedule of their operation hours, where from the 1300 

production hours in December 2012 (a very low figure according to previous behavior, 5119 hours in 2005 [6]), less 

than 500 where matched at the pool and most of them corresponded to the resolution of technical restrictions [3].  

Methods  

Combining the methodology used in [1] and [2] we constructed a synthetic supply curve for combined cycle 

generators and we computed the electricity spot market outcomes under different scenarios, in order to see how 

combined cycle producers changed their bidding behavior after the massive entrance of renewable production in the 

Spanish spot market.  

 

To construct the synthetic supply curve we selected one year before RES took part actively in the market (reference 

year, hereinafter), and we considered different situations for years with a high share of electricity from RES (analysis 

years, hereinafter). We chose 2005 as the reference year because it was a stable year in regulatory terms. Similarly, 

we started the analysis in 2008 because it was the first whole year after the New Renewable Energy Act (RD 

661/2007) entered into force, which led to higher shares of RES in the Spanish spot market. The analysis years 

included the period 2008-2012. 

We considered three different scenarios for every analysis year. All synthetic scenarios are counterfactual situations: 

(i) Actual Scenario (actual outcomes): We run our market clearing algorithm [2] for the actual bids and we get 

the actual equilibrium prices. This is the benchmark to the other scenarios. We compute it for the 

reference year and all the analysis years. 

(ii) Synthetic Scenario 1: We take actual bids of combined cycle generators of the reference year to replace the 

bids of the year of analysis and we run the market clearing algorithm. We do not change the demand 

                                                           
1 The utilization ratio is the ratio between actual and maximum available production or production that the power plant could 

reach operating at nominal capacity during the hours in which the plant is available. 
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and we take only the common generating units in both reference and analysis years. New synthetic bids 

add the change in gas prices from the reference to each of the analysis years.   

(iii) Synthetic Scenario 2: We take actual bids of combined cycle generators of the analysis years to replace the 

bids of the reference year and we run the market clearing algorithm. We do not change the demand and 

we take only the common generating units in both reference and analysis years. New synthetic bids add 

the change in gas prices from each of the analysis years to the reference year.   

Results 

From a qualitative standpoint, we observe a smoothering effect in the supply curves of combined cycle after the 

massive entrance of RES in the spot market (See Figure 1), which indicates that their bids are lower now.  

Figure 1. Combined cycle annual aggregate bidding before (left) and after (right) the entrance of RES.  

  

From a quantitative standpoint, we also conclude that combined cycle bids are now lower than before RES. We find 

a 6% increase in the market price including the bids of 2005 into 2012 and a 24% decrease in the market price with 

the bids of 2012 into 2005. The discrepancy in percentages is explained by the fact that the demand in 2005 and 

2012 is different and also the elasticities. Thus, the same change in bids generates a different variation depending on 

the elasticity of demand. 

Conclusions 

The participation of RES in the Spanish electricity market not only led to a decrease in equilibrium prices, but also 

caused a change in combined cycle bidding strategy in the spot market. Such a decrease in prices forced combined 

cycle producers to change their bids, so that they could afford their production costs when they are matched in the 

pool. We observe that (i) combined cycle plants bid now at lower prices and that (ii) their participation in adjustment 

markets has increased. The question now is if the market price reductions entailed by RES are enough to pay for the 

increasing costs of the adjustment markets.  
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